Abstract. The main result of this note is that if I is an ideal generated by a regular double summability matrix summability method T that is the product of two nonnegative regular matrix methods for single sequences, then I-statistical convergence and convergence in I-density are equivalent. In particular, the method T generates a density µT with the additive property (AP) and hence, the additive property for null sets (APO). The densities used to generate statistical convergence, lacunary statistical convergence, and general de la Vallée-Poussin statistical convergence are generated by these types of double summability methods. If a matrix T generates a density with the additive property then T -statistical convergence, convergence in T -density and strong T -summabilty are equivalent for bounded sequences. An example is given to show that not every regular double summability matrix generates a density with additve property for null sets.
Introduction
The notions of statistical convergence and convergence in density for sequences has been in the literature, under different guises, since the early part of the last century. The underlying generalization of sequential convergence embodied in the definition of convergence in density or statistical convergence has been used in the theory of Fourier analysis, ergodic theory, and number theory, usually in connection with bounded strong summability or convergence in density. Statistical convergence, as it has recently been investigated, was defined by Fast in 1951 [9] , who provided an alternate proof of a result of Steinhaus [23] . The more recent interest in statistical convergence arose after Fridy published his frequently cited paper On statistical convergence [11] in 1985, and since then there have been many generalizations of the original concept.
Ideal convergence generated by double summability methods
27
One way to generalize the original definition of statistical convergence is to define statistical convergence with respect to an ideal of subsets. We first recall the following definition: Definition 1. A collection I of subsets of N is called an admissible ideal provided 1) φ P I; 2) A, B P I implies A Y B P I; and 3) B P I and A Ă B implies A P I. If the ideal I contains the finite subsets of N and N R I, then I is called an admissible ideal.
A rudimentary example of an admissible ideal is the set of all finite subsets of N. The subsets of N with natural density zero, i.e., are also an ideal; in this case, the ideal is generated by the Cesaro summability matrix. Many of the traditional objects of study in summability theory, such as nonnegative regular summability matrices, can be used to generate ideals.
Sequential convergence with respect to an ideal was introduced by Kostryko,Salát, and Wilczyński [15] . The definition of convergence with respect to an ideal has it roots in observing that a sequence px n q is convergent to L if and only if, for every ε ą 0, the set tn : |x n´L | ≥ εu is in the ideal of finite subsets of N. This in mind, we recall the following definition [15] . Definition 2. Let I be an ideal of subsets of N, x " px n q be a (real-valued) sequence and L P R. The sequence x is said to be I-convergent to L, and we write I´lim x " L, provided tn : |x n´L | ≥ εu P I for every ε ą 0.
When one applies this definition using the ideal of subsets of natural density 0, convergence with respect to the ideal I C is the usual notion of statistical convergence.
One can also use an ideal I to define a related, but not necessarily equivalent, concept of convergence.
Definition 3. Let I be an ideal of subsets of N, x " px n q be a (real-valued) sequence and L P R. The sequence x is said to be convergent in I-density to L provided there is a set A P I such that lim n px n´L q χ A C pnq " 0.
It should be noted that convergence in I-density is often referred to as I x -convergence (e.g, [15] ).
The same ideas can be extended to double sequences, i.e. sequences indexed by NˆN. An admissible ideal I is a collection of subsets of NˆN that does not contain NˆN, contains the empty set, is closed under finite unions, and B P I and A Ă B implies A P I. With the exception of replacing N by NˆN, the definition of I-convergence is identical to the one given above. In the case of convergence in I-density, the definition is again identical except that the Pringsheim limit (described in the following) replaces the usual definition of limit.
If a sequence is convergent in I-density, then it is I-convergent. The converse, however, is not true in general. It is true, however, that the two notions are equivalent for sequences indexed on N if the ideal is generated by a nonnegative regular summability method. In this article we will show that it is not true that ideals generated by RH-regular methods, i.e. double summability methods, have the same property for sequences indexed by NˆN. We will show that ideals generated by RH-regular methods that can be described as the product of two nonnegative summability matrices have this property and are generated by densities that, in general, satisfy an even stronger condition.
Densities, ideals and the additive property
In this paper we focus on ideals generated by double summability methods. It will be convenient, and allow us to make some more general observations, if we first introduce some ideas related to densities generated by double summability methods, especially the additive property of densities, which will be described below.
A set B Ă NˆN is K-bounded if there is a N such that j, k ą N implies pj, kq R B. A density µ on NˆN is a finitely additive set function defined on a subfield of subsets of NˆN that contains the K-bounded sets such that 1) µ pAq " 0 if A is K-bounded or empty, 2) µ pNˆNq " 1 and 3) subsets of sets of density zero also have density zero.
It is easy to verify that if µ is a density then
is an ideal in NˆN. It is also not difficult to verify that an ideal also generates a two-valued measure µ I by setting µ I pAq " 0 and µ I`A C˘" 1 for A P I (see [3] ). We note that densities, in general, can take on values other than 0 or 1. Statistical (or I-convergence) and convergence in density can be reexpressed as follows:
Given a density µ, a double sequence x " px j,k q is
• µ-statistically convergent to L provided µ ptpj, kq : |x j,k´L | ≥ εuq " 0 for all ε ą 0 and • convergent in µ-density to L if there is a set A such that µ pAq " 1 and for every ε ą 0 there is an N such that j, k ą N and pj, kq P A imply that |x j,k´L | ă ε.
Of the two, convergence in density is often easier to work with than statistical convergence. Convergence in µ-density implies µ-statistical convergence, but the two definitions are not, in general, equivalent. For instance, if the density µ is generated by almost convergence, there are sequences which are µ-statistically convergent that are not convergent in µ-density ( [10] ). A necessary and sufficient condition for µ-statistical and convergence in µ-density to coincide is for the density to have the additive property for null sets, or the APO. This result is established for double sequences in [7] and [8] . There are similar results for densities for single sequences ( [3] ), integral summability methods ( [6] ), and densities generated by ideals of bounded continuous functions ( [5] ).
Definition 4. A density function µ has the additive property for null sets if pG n q n is a decreasing sequence of sets each of density one, then there is a set G such that GzG n is K-bounded for each n and µpGq " 1.
The preceding definition is equivalent to: given a sequence of sets pA n q each of zero density, there exists a sequence of sets pB n q such that A n B n is K-bounded for each n and µ pY n B n q " 0.
This paper establishes a stronger property for some densities on NˆN, the additive property:
Definition 5. A density has the additive property (AP) if given a sequence of sets pA n q which each have density, and A n Ă A n`1 for each n, then there is a set A such that µ pAq is defined, A n zA is K-bounded for each n and µ pAq " lim n µ n pAq .
The additive property was introduced by Buck ([2] ), where he showed that densities that are generated by a sequence of measures have the additive property. Density functions for N generated by regular matrix summability methods satisfy this property and hence have the AP and the APO. The AP and the APO are not equivalent in general as there are examples of densities generated by integral summability methods that have the APO but not the AP ( [4] ).
3. Densities on NˆN generated by regular double summability matrices We now turn our attention to densities on NˆN generated by matrices that map double sequences to double sequences and preserve limits.
A double sequence x " px m,n q will be regarded as convergent if it is convergent in the sense of Pringsheim: Definition 6. Let x " px m,n q be a double sequence. Then x has a Pringsheim limit L, denoted lim m,n x m,n " L, provided that for every ε ą 0 there is an N P N such that |x m,n´L | ă ε whenever n, m ą N.
If a double sequence has a Pringsheim limit, we say that it is convergent. Note that a sequence is convergent to L if the values of the sequence tend to L on the complements of sets of the form K ppq " Nˆt1, . . . , pu Y t1, . . . , puˆN where p P N; observe that these are K-bounded sets.
A double summability matrix method maps double sequences to double sequences. A matrix method T " rt m,n,j,k s is a four-dimensional array of a scalars, and the action on a double sequence x " px j,k q is defined by pT xq n,m " ř j,k t m,n,j,k x j,k . A double summability matrix method is called RH-regular if it maps convergent double sequences to convergent double sequences and preserves the limit. These methods have been characterized in a manner analogous to the Silverman-Toeplitz theorem by Robison ([22] ) and Hamilton ([13] ). Similar to the technique used to generate densities via ordinary summability methods, given a nonnegative RH-regular method T one can define a density µ T by setting
tt m,n,j,k : pj, kq P Au for A Ă NˆN provided the limit exists. The details that µ T is a density appear in [18] . Adams ([1]) provided a technique for generating an RH-regular summability matrix as the product of two regular matrix summability methods S " rs m,j s and T " rt n,k s. The Adams product of S and T is denoted S d T and defined by S d T " rs m,j t n,k s . This technique can be used to generate densities that correspond to notions of statistical convergence that appear in the literature. For instance, recall that if p " pp k q is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers such that P n " ř n k"1 p k Ñ 8, then the matrix R ppq " rr nk s where r nk " p k {P n for k ≤ n and r nk " 0 otherwise is a regular Nörlund-type ( [21] ) (or Riesz [20] ) matrix summability method. Let p and q be sequences defining the Nörlund-type methods R ppq and R pqq; then the density of a set A with respect to the density generated by R ppq d R pqq is given by
In the special case p j " q k " 1 for all j and k, this is C 1 d C 1 where C 1 is the Cesàro matrix and we have that a double sequence px j,k q is µ C 1 dC 1 statistically convergent to L if and only if
for all ε ą 0, which coincides with the definition of statistical convergence for double sequences introduced independently by Móricz ([16] ), Mursaleen and Edley ( [17] ) and Tripathy ( [24] ).
One can define a notion of lacunary convergence for double sequences ( [19] ). Recall that if θ " pu m q is a lacunary sequence and we set U m " pu m´1 , u m s and |U m | " u m´um´1 , a sequence x " px j q is S θ -statistically convergent to L if lim m 1 |U m | ÿ t1 : j P U m and |x j´L | ≥ ε, u " 0 for all ε ą 0 ( [12] ). This corresponds to a density function generated by the nonnegative regular summability method C pθq " rc j,k s defined by c j,k " 1{ |U j | for k P U j and 0 elsewhere. If θ " pu m q and θ 1 " pv n q are two lacunary sequences, then a sequence x " px j,k q is statistically convergent with respect to the density generated by
t1 : pj, kq P U mˆVn and |x j,k´L | ≥ εu " 0 for all ε ą 0.
A similar approach can be used to establish that the generalized double de la Vallée-Poussin mean ( [18] ) is generated by the Adams product of two de la Vallée-Poussin means.
The immediately preceding examples generate densities with the additive property. As the next example shows, however, there is an RH-regular matrix T such that µ T fails the APO, and hence µ T -statistical convergence need not imply convergence in µ T -density. Example 1. An RH-regular matrix T such that µ T fails the additive property for null sets.
Proof. Let T be the matrix rt m,n,k,l s where t m,n,k,l " 1 when k " m _ n, l " m`n and t m,n,k,l " 0 otherwise. Note that, for a double sequence x " px k,l q, pT xq m,n " x m_n,m`n . That T is RH-regular follows immediately from the definition: if ε ą 0 and n, m ≥ N implies |x m,n´L | ă ε, then m _ n, m`n ą N and henceˇˇpT xq m,n´Lˇă ε. We also have that T maps t0, 1u-valued sequences to t0, 1u-valued sequences. Hence, if H Ă NˆN, then T χ H is the characteristic function of a subset of NˆN. Now set Dprq " tps, s`rq P NˆN : s ≥ ru and Gprq " YtDptq : t ≥ ru. Observe that G prq Ą G pr`1q for each r P N and that G prq zG pr`1q is not contained in any set of the form K pnq , n P N, i.e. is not K-bounded. Also note that if s ≥ r, pT χ Dprr,s " χ Dprq pr _ s, s`rq " χ Dprq ps, s`rq " 1 and, similarly,`T χ Dprq˘s ,r " 1. This observation yields that the matrix T maps χ Dprq to the characteristic function of tps, rq : s ≥ ru Y tpr, sq : s ≥ ru .
(If NˆN is regarded as an array, this set consist of all but the first r´1 entries of the r'th column together with all but the first r´1 entries of the r'th row.) It is now easy to see that µ T pG prqq " 1 for all r P N. Now observe that if G Ă NˆN and µ T pGq " 1, then there is an N such that m, n ą N implies that pT χ G q m,n " 1. Thus, whenever s ≥ r ≥ N, 1 " pT χ G q r,s " χ G ps, s`rq and hence G contains G pN q . It follows that GzG pN`1q is not contained in any set of the form K pnq and thus µ T fails the AP O.
We now turn to the proof that given nonnegative regular summability matrices S and T, the density generated by S d T has the additive property, and hence the additive property for null sets. As is conventional, for summability matrix U " ru m,n s , we let }U } " sup n ř k |u n,k |. We also set P m,n pAq " ř ts m,j t n,k : pj, kq P Au for A Ă NˆN. The proof also relies upon the well-known Silverman-Toeplitz characterization of regular summability matrices [21] :
n,k"1 be an infinite array of scalars. Then T is a regular summability matrix if and only if 1q lim n t n,k " 0 for every k, 2q lim n ř k t nk " 1, and 3q sup n ř k |t nk | ă 8. And now, the proof: Lemma 2. Let S and T be two nonnegative regular summability methods and let pε υ q be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers, each less than or equal to 1, that converges to 0. Then there exists two increasing sequences of indices pR pυqq and pC pυqq such that (1) If min tm, nu ą R pυq and q ă C pυ´1q, then P m,n pK pă ε υ ; and (2) If max tm, nu ≤ R pυq and q ą C pυq, then P m,n ppNˆNqzK pă ε υ .
Proof. Let R p1q " 1 and, using the Silverman-Toeplitz criteria for regular matrices, select C p1q such that ÿ jąCp1q s 1,j ă ε 1 and
for m ą R p2q and n ą R p2q. Note that this is possible, again by the Silverman-Toeplitz criteria, since each column of S and T are null sequences.
Next observe that if min tm, nu ą R p2q , then
and hence P m,n pK pă ε 2 for q ă C p1q . Now select C p2q ą C p1q such that max tm, nu ≤ Rp2q implies that ÿ jąCp2q s m,j ă ε 2 and
Observe that max tm, nu ≤ R p2q and q ą C p2q implies that P m,n ppNˆNqzK pă ε 2 2 ≤ ε 2 . We now proceed inductively. Suppose that R p1q ă R p2q ă¨¨¨ă R pυ´1q and C p1q ă C p2q ă¨¨¨ă C pυ´1q have been selected. Choose R pυq ą R pυ´1q such that if m ą R pνq then
As before, q ă C pυ´1q and min tm, nu ą R pυq yield that P m,n pK pă ε 2 . Next select Cpυq ą C pυ´1q such that max tm, nu ≤ Rpυq implies that ÿ jąCpυq s m,j ă ε υ and ÿ kąCpυq t n,k ă ε υ and hence maxtm, nu ≤ Rpυq and q ą Cpυq implies that P m,n ppNˆNqzKpă ε 2 υ ≤ ε υ .
Theorem 3. Let S and T be two nonnegative regular matrix methods. Then the density generated by S d T has the additive property.
Proof. Let µ be the density generated by S d T and pA p q be an increasing sequence of sets with defined density. Note that since pµ pA pis a bounded increasing sequence of reals, there is an l such that µ pA p q Ñ l as p Ñ 8. We will construct a set B such that µ pBq " l and A p zB is K´bounded for all p.
Let pR pυqq and pC pυqq be as in Lemma 2 and let ε ν " 1{v. Select M 1 " 1 and N 1 such that m, n ą N 1 implies that |P m,n pA 1 q´µ pA 1 q| ă 1. Now select υ 1 such that N 1 ă R pυ 1 q and let M 2 ą C pυ 1 q . Note that if m, n ≤ N 1 and q ą M 2 , then P m,n pNˆNzK pă ε υ 1 ≤ 1.
m, n ≥ N p implies that |P m,n pA p q´µ pA p q| ă 1{p, (3) m, n ≥ N p implies that |P m,n pK pM p qq| ă 1{p.
Now select υ p such that N p ă R pυ p q and select M p`1 ą C pυ p q . Note that m, n ≤ N p implies that P m,n pNˆNzK pă 1{p for all q ≥ M p`1 . Now set B j " A j zK pM j q and let B " Y 8 j"1 B j . Note that if x P A p zB, then x R B p and hence x P A p X K pM p q , i.e., A p zB is K-bounded for each p. We now show that µ pBq " l and hence µ has the additive property.
First note that
and, for m, n ą N J´1 , we have
≤ µ pA J´1 q´rP m,n pA J´1 q´P m,n pK pM J´1 qqs " rµ pA J´1 q´P m,n pA J´1 qs`P m,n pK pM J´1ă 1{ pJ´1q`1{ pJ´1q .
A similar calculation shows that µ pA J´1 q´P m,n´Y J j"1 B j¯ą´2 { pJ´1q . Now let δ ą 0 be given and suppose that |µ pA J´1 q´l| ă δ{2 and 2pJ´1q`1{J ă δ{2. Then, for N J´1 ă m, n ≤ N J , we have that |l´P m,n pBq| ≤ |l´µ pA j´1 q|`ˇˇµ pA J´1 q´P m,n`Y J j"1 B j˘| P m,n pY jąJ B j q| ≤ δ{2`2pJ´1q`1{J ă δ and hence lim m,n P m,n pBq " l, i.e., µ pBq " l.
We conclude by giving two results that apply to double matrix summability methods with the APO, and hence to methods generated by the Adams product of two nonnegative regular summability methods. These results are only offered as sample applications of the additive property for null sets. There are similar results found in the literature and these results have the potential to be developed further. First we establish a connection with strong matrix summability and then characterize matrices that are stronger than µ-statistical convergence when µ has the AP O. We note that the equivalence of (1) and (3) follows from Theorems 1 and 2 of [7] , which establish the result for double sequences. Analogous results with similar proofs also appear elsewhere in the literature (e.g., [14] , [6] ). Proposition 4. Let T " rt m,n,j,k s be a nonnegative RH-regular double summability matrix that generates a density µ T with the AP O and let x " px j,k q be a bounded double sequence. Then the following are equivalent:
The sequence x is µ T -statistically convergent to 0.
Proof. (1) implies (2): Suppose that |x j,k | ≤ M for all j, k P N and, without loss of generality, L " 0. Select a set A Ă NˆN such that µ T pAq " 1 and lim j,k x j,k χ A pj, kq " 0. Since T is RH-regular and |x j,k | χ A pj, kq is a null sequence lim m,n ÿ tt m,n,j,k |x j,k | : pj, kq P Au " 0 and, since µ T pA c q " 0, lim m,n ř j tt m,n,j,k : pj, kq P A c u " 0. Now 0 ≤ ÿ tt m,n,j,k |x j,k | : pj, kq P NˆNu ≤ ÿ tt m,n,j,k |x j,k | : pj, kq P Au`M ÿ tt m,n,j,k : pj, kq P A c u .
Since both terms tend to zero as m, n Ñ 8, the sequence is strongly Tsummable to 0.
(2) implies (3): Suppose that ř j,k t m,n,j,k |x j,k | Ñ 0 as m, n Ñ 8 and let ε ą 0 be given. Let A " tpj, kq : |x j,k | ≥ εu . Now note that ÿ j,k tt m,n,j,k |x j,k | : |x j,k | ≥ εu tends to 0 and hence ε ÿ j,k tt m,n,j,k : pj, kq P Au also tends to zero as m, n Ñ 8. Hence µ T pAq " 0.
(3) implies (1): As noted above, this follows from µ T having the additive property for null sets.
Theorem 5. Let T " rt m,n,j,k s be a nonnegative regular double summability matrix and let µ be a density with the AP O. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The matrix T maps bounded sequences that are µ-statistically convergent to L to sequences that are convergent to L. Proof. The linearity of T allows us to assume, without loss of generality, that L " 0.
(2) implies (1): Suppose that x " px j,k q is µ statistically convergent to 0 and, since µ has the AP O, that A has the property that µ pAq " 1 and xχ A is a null sequence. Observe that the regularity of T implies xχ A is T summable to 0. Now note that 0 ≤ |x j,k χ A c pj, kq| ≤ psup j,k |x j,k |qχ A c pj, kq and, since χ A c pj, kq is T -summable to 0 by (2), the sequence xχ A c is Tsummable to 0. As x " xχ A`x χ A c and both terms are T -summable to 0, the sequence x is T -summable to 0.
(1) implies (2) follows from noting that if µ pBq " 0 then x " px j,k q " pχ B pj, kqq is µ statistically convergent to 0 and hence T x is a null sequence.
